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Outstanding pool covers



Top Titanium
ABOVE-GROUND AUTOMATIC SAFETY COVER WITH HOUSING

Ideal for renovations, Top Titanium works with any new or existing 
pool and requires no work in the pool.

Composed of an aluminium axle and a customisable aluminium 
bench frame (your choice of colour), Top Titanium does not take up 
any space in the pool. It off ers a high-end design and many optional 
extras such as multicoloured LED spotlights, moving rails and solar 
power. Its engine is located in the aluminium axle and off ers optimal 
performance while remaining silent.

The Covrex® Lite cover is available in  diff erent colours and comes 
with fi xed end caps, anti-lift buckles and straps to attach slats to the 
axle. Optional you may combine it with polycarbonate solar slats.

Technical 
features

ALU Anodised aluminium axle
167 mm in diameter

Electric axial motor
with electronic end stops, 
easy to maintain

Electrical cabinet
with dry contact for salt 
electrolysis (except solar model)

Flexible installation
Fits all pools

Attached on edges
No intervention needed 
in the pool

Your choice of cover
Covrex® Classic, 
Solar or PVC slats.

Maximum swimming space
the system does not take up 
any space in the pool

Compatible with all
inground or above-ground pools 
up to 12 m

Stairs included 
The cover fi ts to the shape of the 
pool, including stairs

Even more benefi ts of Top Titanium:

 stylish
High-quality, trendy design 
with partial housing. 
Diff erent options of colours 
and spotlights.

 easy
As an above-ground system, 
Top Titanium is easily 
accessible for any work.

 fl exible
Top Titanium can be installed 
on any rectangular pool and 
provides maximum swimming 
space.
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MANAGING DIRECTOR

Arnaud Degueldre
arnaud@covrex.com  |  +32 475 352 584

SALES MANAGER

Kevin Delaby
kevin@covrex.com  |  +32 477 587 585

ACCOUNT MANAGERS

Anastasiia Komova (EN / RU)
anastasiia@covrex.com  |  +32 16 792 300

Anneleen Lijnen (EN / FR)
anneleen@covrex.com  |  +32 16 553 778

SERVICE AFTER SALES

Patrick Engelen
service@covrex.com  |  +32 16 553 770
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